GARDEN CRAFT IDEAS

Urban Planning Garden Markers

Walk around your neighbourhood to get some ideas for different shaped and coloured signs, then set to work to make some cute and unique markers for all your seedlings.

Materials

- Paddle pop sticks or tongue depressors
- Cardboard / stiff plastic
- Bottle tops
- Paint
- Sealer
- Glue

For street signs:

Cut the sign shapes from cardboard or plastic. Paint the shapes to match your favourite signs, such as a red STOP sign, or white GIVE WAY sign.

Once the background paint has dried, paint on the name of your plant.

Paint over the signs with a clear sealer to protect them from the rain.

Once you have your shapes glue them wooden sticks with wood glue.

For Bottle Cap Markers:

Paint bottle caps with your favourite colors. House paint is great for this, but you can use anything you have on hand and then just put a little sealer over it if it is water based.

Once the caps are dry glue them to wooden posts.

Using a scrap piece of wood paint circles of color to match your garden markers and write the names of the plants they represent under each circle.